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Michael Strange Michael Strange may refer
to: Michael Strange (composer) (born 1943),
British composer Michael Strange (English
footballer) (born 1943), English football
player Michael Strange (American football)
(born 1981), American football player
Michael Strange (Australian football) (born
1993), Australian rules footballer Michael
Strange (baseball) (born 1973), American
baseball player Michael Strange (artist) (born
1935), painter Michael Strange (novelist)
(1904–1999), novelist, politician and
journalist See also Michael Stranz
(1927–2000), American neurologist,
physiologist and psychiatristQ: How to
handle xml encoding for POST Hello guys i
have a html form, that send data to server.
I'm using XMLHttpRequest to send data. I
need to encode data to UTF-8. I have written
in PHP the function for that, and its working
perfect. Then i tried to use in AngularJS,
something similar to this : return {
responseText: '' }; The problem is that i have
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to encode data to utf-8. In the function
above it´s not working, what i have to
change in that function in order to make it
work in AngularJS (without encoding)? A: By
using "" you are telling angular to send a
response with no content, which will render
a blank screen. Instead, I think it's better to
have a response with encoded content,
which you can use a library like iconv to do
return { responseText: iconv('UTF-8', 'UTF-8',
$string); } /* * Copyright (c) 2013, 2015,
Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights
reserved. * DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE
COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
* * This code is free software; you can
redistribute it and/or modify it * under the
terms of the GNU General Public License
version 2 only, as * published by the Free
Software Foundation. Oracle designates this
* particular file as subject to the "Classpath"
exception as provided * by Oracle in the
LICENSE file that accompanied this code. * *
This code is distributed in the hope that it
will be useful, but WITHOUT * ANY
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WARRANTY;
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